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This is probably going to be quite a short posting – life is relatively quiet here now.  

Oxfam still does not have its vehicle back and staff have been working hard to try 
to sort out any issues that might be hindering its return, so everyone is hopeful of a 
speedy resolution now. It has been seen quite frequently being driven around 
loaded up with people so let’s hope the warlord and his wantok haven’t become 
too attached to it and decide not to give it back! The reality is that no-one is going 
to force them – maybe some pressure from the communities with half completed 
WASH programmes might help. 

In the absence of a vehicle I have been able to spend time on checking designs of 
some of the water schemes and sorting out any changes necessary.  I had 
planned to walk to one of the villages but after contemplating a 7-8hr walk in 
30+ºC, 70%+ humidity decided that I might not make it back alive, so am trying to 
be patient! 

Rosie continues to help at the school but is finding the daily routine of house 
chores with a bit of shopping to ferret out treats - plus a bit of primary school 
teaching a little tedious! This week secured pasta, pasta sauce, and rolled oats – 
rare treats! 

Life in PNG continues much as usual, with corrupt officials arrested and a ranking 
of 108 out of about 120 as a developing nation – mainly because of lack of 
infrastructure. It is rare to see anyone held accountable and it would seem that 
officials and politicians continue to put their hands in the till, with few come-backs. 
The new prime minister is promising to tighten up and in a country of easy 
promises, let’s hope this one is carried out! The attached letter to the editor is not 
new but one that Jenny produced while cleaning out in anticipation of leaving, and 
it is worthy of inclusion! 

 

This week Murray kindly took us up to the pool in 
the river up the valley for a swim on Sunday 
afternoon – one of our special excursion places – 
although it doesn’t pay to look too closely at some of 
the things floating in the water (rivers are where one 
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gets rid of all sorts of waste and the flow is down a bit so the flushing effect isn’t the best.) The 
next picture is of Murray inspecting the bottom (he found a tin dish of the sort used for panning 
gold!) Next is a view of one of the local’s home made hydro electric schemes – the picture is of 
the nozzle coming in from the left and playing onto a rather crude pelton wheel in the centre of 
the picture behind the tree stump. Water is spraying out in all directions – but it appears to be 
working! 

 

We had an aeroplane into Arawa airstrip this last 
weekend- a New Zealand designed and built Fletcher 
plane from Hamilton flown by Adventist Air from Goroka in 
the Highlands. It brought in a delegation of senior SDA 
officials for a meeting and attracted a small audience of 
kids, including me, as flights in and out are rare. 

 

The Fletcher Plane is an interesting development of the original highly successful top-dressing 
plane used for fertilizing the hill country of New Zealand. This model was developed specially 
for sky-diving use, but its short take-off and landing, steep climb, reasonable cruising speed,1+ 
tonne payload, and general hardiness has proved ideal for serving the rough little landing strips 
hacked out of the bush all around PNG, and there are now about 15 of them in use. The pilot, a 
Kiwi originally from Christchurch but now happily settled in the PNG Highlands with his 
Australian wife, was apparently the first to see the potential for these planes and the first was 
bought on his recommendation.  

A highlight of the past few weeks has been the rugby world cup. Our local Emtv solitary station 
proudly broadcast their position as the official World Cup broadcaster and had scheduled quite 
a reasonable schedule of matches, usually delayed but hey! Who’s complaining?  Those who 
read earlier posting would have been told the sorry story of no picture during much of pool play 
because the Bougainville government had not paid their license fee, intermittent semi-final 
broadcast (Australia /NZ delayed to allow the full screening of the local talent quest, but only 5 
minutes of the Welsh/French game followed by a blue screen), and then the finals - would we 
see the big match? All week we had intermittent evening coverage (not that we can find much 
to watch).Friday was a blue screen day but the picture finally emerged just in time for the 
Australia /Wales game! Saturday was another blue screen day and night. Things looked pretty 
blue on Sunday too. Some dedicated followers including the local NZ police contingent headed 
off to the bright lights of Buka where they knew of someone with a satellite dish receiver, while 
the rest of us we starting to steel ourselves to the prospects of no live rugby final broadcast. 
Kick-off at 6.00pm came and went – blue screen. I resorted to scanning the world shortwave 
channels for a commentary which I actually found –only to have it suddenly disappear after 
some 10 minutes (apparently an illegal transmission suddenly terminated) .After that it was text 
messages from Buka and New Zealand until half time – New Zealand ahead by 8 points but 
clearly not a safe margin. Shortly after the start of the second half the TV picture spluttered 
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back to life and we had coverage – for the entire nail-biting second half. At very much the same 
time the smug folk in Buka experienced a power cut – and that was the end of their rugby world 
cup broadcast!  

All in all, the tournament seems to have been a great success, with the semi-finals and finals as 
well as many of the pool games producing dramatic and entertaining rugby. And didn’t the 
French rise to the occasion of the final!  

Finally a recent Arawa sunset  

 

and an orchid 

 

Take Care! 


